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CIVIC AFFAIRS 
 

Program Title Program 

Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 

Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-25 30:00 15:00 

  

L PA/O 07/02/15 

07/03/15 

07/06/15 

07/07/15 

07/09/15 

07/16/15 

07/23/15 

04:00 AM 

12:30 PM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Host Jeannette Richardson discusses the Drug Treatment Court with Judge William Domina and a graduate of 
the Court, Kyle Steinbrecher.  Kyle had an opiate drug addiction.  Individuals in this Court are there because of 
a drug addiction that led to criminal activity.  A traditional court deals with a crime and assigns a penalty.  In the 

Drug Treatment Court the individual enters a plea, seeking to avert prison and looking for a possible reduction 
in charges.  It does not avoid a conviction.  The requirements are not easy.  The enrollee must test multiple 
times per week, be in treatment, attend self-help meetings, have a sponsor and develop a structure of sobriety.  

The Court is a court of interaction.  Kyle felt it was overwhelming at first.  He does credit it with saving his life.  
If an enrollee fails, they then face termination and are returned to criminal court and often sentenced to prison.   

 

 

 

CIVIC AFFAIRS 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-30 30:00 15:00 

  

  

L PA/O 08/06/15 

08/07/15 

08/08/15 

08/10/15 

08/11/15 

08/13/15 

08/20/15 

08/27/15 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Dan Duchniak, Waukesha Water Utility General Manager and Host Jackie Kahlhamer discuss Waukesha’s 
request for Lake Michigan water.  The city is under court order to get a new water supply due to high radium 

concentration.  The city’s current water usage is causing a drawdown of water which has an environmental 
impact on southeastern Wisconsin.  They have been studying this since 2002 and looked at many water 
sources.  Lake Michigan water seems to be the only reasonable alternative.  The water pulled from there would 

be returned to the lake.  The Great Lakes Compact requires all the Great Lakes states ’ governors to agree with 
it.  Waukesha is in a county that straddles the water basin, so it is allowable for them to apply for the water.  
They have gone through a very lengthy process of applying for the water.  The DNR has reviewed it and it will 

go to a public review of that.  After the public comments period closes, the DNR will then address the 
comments made and issue a final draft.  It will then be forwarded to a regional body and the governors will vote 
on it.  There will also be input from the Canadian Provinces and Tribes.  If there is a “no” vote, then an appeal 

will follow.  Dan believes they will agree and hopefully Waukesha will be able to meet the deadline.   
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CIVIC AFFAIRS 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-36 30:00  15:00 

  

  

 

L PA/O 09/17/15 

09/18/15 

09/19/15 

09/21/15 

09/22/15 

09/24/15 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

 

Host Jackie Kahlhamer discusses the County Building Plan with Amy Nehls, Dodge County Emergency 
Management Director.  Some of the disasters that have occurred in Dodge County include floods, tornadoes 

and chemical fires.  When an event occurs, the emergency plans in place are always referred to.  The County 
Building Plan will have the same verbiage as the school plans, but converted for county use.  The building plan 
is like a flip chart.  The first decision made is whether to stay in the building or evacuate.  Then the rest of chart 

is referred to accordingly.  Plans for county buildings will be customized for each building, but with the same 
premise and verbiage.  It is very important, and required, to have a plan for the continuity of government 
operations in the event of a disaster.  By law, many departments must be up and running in 24 hours, even if 

functioning at a bare minimum.  A process must be followed to have the critical business function up and 
running per statute.  The depth of the plans will extend beyond state guidelines, to be able to cover as many 
aspects as possible.  Proven strategies are used and revamped every few years.  All citizens should be 

prepared and have a household plan for emergencies.   

 

 

 

 

 

ECONOMY 
 

Program Title Program 

Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 

Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-27 30:00 15:00 

  

  

L PA/O 07/16/15 

07/17/15 

07/18/15 

07/20/15 

07/21/15 

07/23/15 

07/30/15 

08/06/15 

04:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Host Jackie Kahlhamer and Kathryn Crumpton, Manager of the Center for Financial Wellness, discuss 
personal financial health.   Knowing net worth is really important as a starting point.  Kathryn showed a very 

easy way to determine it.  It gives a financial snapshot to use and to go forward and make goals.  It can show 
where you are and where you can go.  To be able to have a comfortable retirement, debt needs to get paid 
down and the mortgage should not be used as a piggy bank.  No more than 20% of income should be used to 

pay debt.  Money can be a stressful issue for people.  It can affect physical health and affect family 
relationships.  When an event such as a job loss occurs, it is important for the person to re-work their budget 
as soon as possible.  It is not a good idea to use credit cards to supplement income.  It is helpful to think of 

being on a re-worked budget as being short term, until things turn around. Ideally, everyone should have 3-6 
months of salary saved for emergencies.  It is a good idea to talk and look over your finances on a yearly basis.  
Checking out your credit score yearly is very important, as is addressing any discrepancies found on it.   
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ECONOMY 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-28 30:00 15:00 

  

  

  

L PA/O 07/24/15 

07/25/15 

07/28/15 

07/30/15 

07/31/15 

08/01/15 

08/06/15 

08/13/15 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Host Jeannette Richardson talks with Laurel Lunde about helping those in need.  Laurel is the 
Director/Secretary/Treasurer of The Gathering Source (in Reeseville.)  Those served by the organization live in 
a rural area.  The nearest grocery store and many services are at least 15 miles away.  They are often isolated.  

The “improving economy” is a relative term.  She sees people on Social Security, Disability and those with low 
wages. The concerns of low wages, the cost of insurance, rent, health insurance, driving expenses and 
education costs affect people.  The elderly often struggle to use the services.  It is hard for them to come in 

because it is a small town.  The Gathering Source works to supply a good variety of healthy foods.  The 
community is very helpful.  Fifty percent of students at the Dodgeland School District qualify for free or reduced 
lunch.  School supplies are costly. They do accept certain food items of which there is a need for.   

 

 

 

 

ECONOMY 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-29 30:00 15:00 

  

  

  

  

L PA/O 07/27/15 

08/03/15 

08/04/15 

08/06/15 

08/13/15 

08/20/15 

10:30 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Karen Tredwell, Executive Director of the Food Pantry of Waukesha County talks about providing food to those 
in need with Host Jackie Kahlhamer.  Potential clients go through an interview process, in order to learn more 

about their family and needs, and also so the pantry can be good stewards of the food they have.  There is an 
increasing need for food.  The number of new families is increasing yearly, but the increases are not as 
dramatic as in 2008.  The working poor are especially impacted by food insecurity.  More retirees are finding 

they need additional help in securing food.  There are professional people who have had their hours reduced or 
who had lost their jobs due to a poor economy.  Some clients have seasonal jobs and need food at certain 
times of the year.  The need for extra food is greater in the summertime when kids are out of school and not 

receiving meals there.  Parents find that child care costs are higher and then may need to supplement their 
food through the pantry.  There is not a lot of give and take in the budgets of those with low income.  The 
pantry also makes clients aware of other resources and services that may be available to them.   
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ECONOMY 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-30 30:00 15:00 

 

L PA/O 08/06/15 

08/07/15 

08/08/15 

08/10/15 

08/11/15 

08/13/15 

08/20/15 

08/27/15 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Scott Henke, Hartford Area Chamber of Commerce Executive Director and Host Jackie Kahlhamer talk about 
Hartford’s economy.  He has been a former mayor, shop owner and industrialist in the city, which helps him 

see things from other perspectives.  He wants to see businesses stay and expand.  He would like to set up 
smaller groups that would help each business grow and look at how to move things forward.  Support for new 
businesses coming in is important.  Quality of life issues are often overlooked in regards to economic 

development.  These are very much a part of helping businesses succeed.  The Hartford area will be hosting a 
major golf tournament in 2017.  It is necessary to start planning now for that.  Scott believes it will have a major 
economic impact. There will be forty to eighty thousand people per day in the area that will need services.  This 

could also have long-term economic benefits. Economic diversity is good for the community. The city had a 
large population growth several years ago.  This influx brought in a lot of money and capitol.  This helped to 
recruit both businesses and quality of life additions to the city. Supporting local businesses and events is good 

for the community.    

 

 

 

ECONOMY 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-31 30:00  15:00 

  

 

L PA/O 08/13/15 

08/14/15 

08/15/15 

08/17/15 

08/18/15 

08/20/15 

08/27/15 

09/03/15 

12:00 PM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

 

Host Jeannette Richardson talks about tourism with Sarah Klavas, Wisconsin Dept. of Tourism Deputy 
Secretary.  Tourism is a major part of the state’s economy, along with agriculture and industry.  In 2014, 
tourism was responsible for 8.5 billion dollars in spending and economic impact.  The number of jobs tourism 
supports is 187,000.  These are in many different sectors.  Wisconsin is a 4-season destination state.  The 

Department of Tourism has a very particular strategy to encourage tourism.  The tourism industry fuels the 
economy.  Small businesses impacted by tourism employ people who spend their money in the state.  The 
state has a wonderful legacy of agriculture and its agri-tourism is second to none.   
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ECONOMY 
 
 

700 Club CBN 

NewsWatch 

#09212015 

1:00:00 5:00 REC PA/O/E 09/21/2015 02:00 PM 

 

 

CBN News Reporter Heather Sells Reports:  Many Americans are not saving for retirement, and if they are, 
they're not saving enough, according to a recent survey. Nevin Adams, co-director at the Washington, D.C.-
based Employee Benefit Research Institute's Center for Research on Retirement Income, says about two-thirds 
of Americans are saving but they may not have enough when it comes to their retirement years. Adams helps 

to oversee EBRI's annual Retirement Confidence Survey, a fixture for 24 years. The 2014 survey found that 
just 18 percent of Americans are very confident in their ability to afford a comfortable retirement, 37 percent 
are somewhat confident, and 24 percent are not at all confident. Fifty three percent of workers say cost of 
living and day-to-day expenses are major reasons for not saving or not saving more. Existing debt is also an 
obstacle. Adams noted that our culture's focus on spending and instant gratification also gets in the way. 

Some believe our lack of saving has the United States headed toward a "retirement crisis." Adams doesn't go 
that far but notes individuals who don't save end up costing society. Financial advisor Robin Tull, founder of 
Tull Financial Group in Chesapeake, Virginia, said many people lack an overall plan. Adams believes that many 

fear that they'll need a huge, unattainable amount for retirement and so never find out just how much they'll 

need. EBRI developed the program to help Americans determine how much they need for retirement. Choose 
To Save offers a quick retirement calculator tool, the "ballpark estimate," that helps people determine a 
specific savings plan. Married couple Amanda and Eddie Grizzard are two people who started saving early. 
They saved individually before marriage and began as a couple the month they married. The Grizzards used a 

financial planner to determine how much they needed for retirement. The Grizzards save a pre-determined 
amount every month that is automatically deducted from their paychecks. They add to it when there's 
overtime pay and they live frugally. The Grizzards have also kept saving even during bad times. Experts say 
holding off saving when the markets are down is a common retirement saving mistake. Another common 

mistake for many is overestimating how long they'll work.  Here's some basic retirement savings tips: Plan on 
living longer than you think you might as life spans continue to grow. Save extra for healthcare because those 
costs going forward are difficult to estimate. Maximize your employer's 40IK match and look into a Roth 
retirement account. Know why you are saving. Paint a picture of your retirement. It will sharpen your focus 
and motivation. For Julia and Chris Williams, investing is part of living a godly life and saving as they start their 

family brings them peace. In fact, the Williams are thinking beyond retirement. They're following Proverbs 
13:22 which says, "A good man leaves an inheritance to his children's children." That means not only planning 
for their retirement and for their son Anderson, but for his children as well. 
 

 
EDUCATION/SCHOOLS 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-25 30:00 15:00 

  

L PA/O 07/02/15 

07/03/15 

07/06/15 

07/07/15 

07/09/15 

07/16/15 

07/23/15 

04:00 AM 

12:30 PM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

03:00 AM 

Dr. Rebecca Droessler, Beaver Dam Unified School District Virtual Academy Coordinator and Host Jeannette 
Richardson talk about online learning.  Online learning is for students who need other than a traditional school 

setting.  The Virtual Academy is not a separate school.  The courses are endorsed by the Dept. of Public 
Instruction.  It can offer remedial courses and is open to all students in the school district.  Some students are 
homebound, home-schooled (and wanting certain electives.) or even expelled.  Some learners need to move at 

their own pace.  Students are able to receive personal support from school staff.  A device will be provided for 
students who do not have one.  The District is not looking for a mass entrance of students, but offering a way 
for those who don’t do well in the regular classroom.  Some college courses are available.  The students are 

able to participate in all school activities and have other school supports available to them.  The District wants 
to meet students where they are at.  Research shows a blended model is most successful.   

 

Program Title Program 

Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 

Source 

Type Airdate Time 
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EDUCATION/SCHOOLS 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-27 30:00 15:00 

   

  

L PA/O 07/16/15 

07/17/15 

07/18/15 

07/20/15 

07/21/15 

07/23/15 

07/30/15 

08/06/15 

04:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Host Jackie Kahlhamer and Donna Niccolai-Weber, Executive Director of Capitol West Academy, talk about 
developing character.  Being a good citizen is part of education.  It is important to teach life-long skills along 
with academics.  Students can learn to take charge of their education.  It is good when everyone at school 

works together and has a common language that teaches performance, values, perseverance, etc.  If a student 
has difficulty with math, they can be encouraged to come back and try it tomorrow.  Sometimes breaking it 
down into segments helps them to learn it better.  Many students who have come into the school have 

experienced great growth.  They were behind when they entered and some have seen 2 years growth in one 
year.  A daily passport is a tool that keeps everyone accountable, including the parents.  The school has a 
100% attendance rate for parent teacher conferences.  A dress code is required.  This levels the playing field.  

Students are able to give input about the things they want to do in the school.  Peer Mediators are trained to 
deal with problems that come up.   Donna is confident that the character traits they are learning will help them 
to succeed in high school and beyond. 

 

 

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-32 30:00  15:00 

  

  

 

L PA/O 08/20/15 

08/21/15 

08/22/15 

08/24/15 

08/25/15 

08/27/15 

09/03/15 

09/10/15 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Dr. Mark Smits, District Administrator for the Hartford Joint 1 School District and Host Jeannette Richardson 
discuss the district.  The district is data driven.  They look at data and make decisions based on that.  They use 

these decisions to help drive instructors.  It is important for teachers to know where the students are at.  This 
allows teachers to individualize their instructions. If a child comes into 5th grade at a 3rd grade reading level, 
they can address that in order to help the student.  The district compares well to the rest of the state.  They 

prefer to look at schools with similar demographics.  Dr. Smits likes to look at students as individuals.  A 
student who is struggling in reading or math can be given targeted instruction to help them.  A student needs to 
be able to read.  They are a reading district and will continue to focus on it.  To move forward, programs need 

to allow students to accelerate.  A goal would be to have 8th graders taking 9th grade classes.  School district 
taxes have dropped the last 5 years.  Enrollment has increased and no rock has been left unturned to save 
money.  The focus is on making every dollar count for the kids.   
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EDUCATION/SCHOOLS 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-37 30:00  15:00 

  

  

  

 

L PA/O 09/24/15 

09/25/15 

09/26/15 

09/28/15 

09/29/15 

12:00 PM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

 

Host Jeannette Richardson and Isral DeBruin talk about growing high-quality schools in Milwaukee.  Isral is the 
Manager of Communications and Development for Schools That Can Milwaukee.  STCM is working to make 
sure every child in the city has a great school to attend by the year 2020.  The tipping point will be when 20,000 

students have that availability.  They work to identify high-quality schools, identify schools with potential and 
also finding talent and recruiting school leaders.  The biggest misconception is that all city schools are terrible.  
There are excellent schools and also some bad ones.  There had been a lot of animosity between the different 

school sectors but they are now starting to come together and share resources.  The focus is on kids and 
quality and to get better faster.  Schools are looking at what meaningful parent engagement looks like.  The 
Pathways to Transformation program identifies schools with potential and helps them to become bigger.  Next 

they look for more leaders who excel.  (If they get bigger, they need more leaders.)  High-quality schools have 
an excellent school culture, the buildings are filled with dedicated professionals. They also need to yield 
noticeable and quantifiable results.  Many students come into the schools behind and need to be moved 

forward faster than normal.  Isral talked about some of the school success stories that have happened in 
Milwaukee.   
 

 

 

 

FAMILY 
 

Program Title Program 

Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 

Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-26 30:00 15:00 

  

  

L PA/O 07/09/15 

07/10/15 

07/11/15 

07/13/15 

07/14/15 

07/16/15 

07/23/15 

07/30/15 

04:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Host Jackie Kahlhamer discusses digital media and parenting with Pattie Carroll, Dodge County UW Extension 

Family Living Educator.  Digital media affects all aspects of family life.  There are negatives and positives.  
There are so many new apps that parents may not even be aware that their children are using.  Parents need 
to guide and monitor.  It is important for parents to learn about the technology their children are using.  The 

UWEX is partnering with schools to offer a blog site for parents to learn.  Parents need to be aware how much 
technology and screen time their children are using.  Too much of anything is not good.  Technology can 
enhance family time and relationships. Tech-free zones can be established at home.   
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FAMILY 
 

Program Title Program 

Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 

Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-29 30:00 15:00 

  

  

  

  

L PA/O 07/27/15 

08/03/15 

08/04/15 

08/06/15 

08/13/15 

08/20/15 

10:30 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Robbin Thomas Lyons, President of Wisconsin Upside Down talks with Host Jeannette Richardson about 
Down syndrome support.  Parents have often had to deal with negative responses from others about having a 
child with Down Syndrome.  There are many positives to having a child with Down Syndrome.  Parents are less 
likely to divorce, siblings are happy and tend to go into public service careers.  It is very important for families 

to connect and get correct information.  Most of the time the diagnosis is not delivered well to the parents.  
Parents may go through a grieving process but once they meet other families, they are able to see that they 
will be okay.  It is important to get into early childhood therapies.  The most important is speech therapy.  Down 

Syndrome persons can go to school and hold jobs.  Sometimes the entire family might have to learn sign 
language to communicate.  Families with a Down Syndrome child need to be welcomed in the community.  
Those with Down Syndrome are joyful people to be around and can lead independent lives.   

 

 

 

 

FAMILY 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-31 30:00  15:00 

  

  

 

L PA/O 08/13/15 

08/14/15 

08/15/15 

08/17/15 

08/18/15 

08/20/15 

08/27/15 

09/03/15 

12:00 PM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

 

Trish Kagerbauer talks with Host Jeannette Richardson about crisis pregnancy support.  Trish is the 
Development Director for A Place of Refuge.  When women call the pregnancy hotline they are often in a place 
of fear.  They feel paralyzed from the fear, rejection from family and/or the father or perhaps pressured to have 

an abortion.  A Place of Refuge provides an advocate for each mother who works one-on-one with them.  They 
will help make them aware of the resources available to them.  Refuge House is a long term shelter for woman 
to stay at, up until 9 months after birth, or even longer if necessary.  The mothers have responsibilities to fulfill 

while they are there.  All mothers get counseling whether they are parenting or putting their baby up for 
adoption.  It is extremely important for mothers to know they are a vital part of the community.  It is critical for 
women in a crisis pregnancy to reach out for help and not face it alone.  During a stay at the Refuge House, 

women take classes on parenting.  They need to be ready to enter the community before leaving.   
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FAMILY 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
Source 

Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-33 30:00 15:00 

13:30 

  

  

  

  

  

L PA/O 08/27/15 

08/28/15 

09/29/15 

08/31/15 

09/01/15 

09/03/15 

09/10/15 

09/17/15 

12:00 PM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 Undraye Howard, Vice President of the Center on Leadership for the Alliance for Strong Families and 

Communities, talks about strengthening families with Host Jackie Kahlhamer. There are many socio-economic 
effects on families in Milwaukee.  Until the late 1980’s the economy was pretty strong.  In the 1990’s there 
began to be large gaps and shortages in jobs.  Racially, the city is hyper-segregated. This adds to the 

challenges. The high poverty rates, as well the disconnect of investments from the outside, are hard for 
families in the city. The family unit is the cornerstone of the communities. There are a number of one parent 
households and they need community support.  Everyone suffers when families are affected by poverty, 

homelessness, hunger, violence, unemployment, etc.  There is a circular effect when things are not well not in 
families.  We pay more out of pocket for social issues and the effects.  There are workable solutions.  To give 
voice to those in the communities, to connect and collaborate with others, to find creative solutions and to 

energize the family are important.  More needs to be done to give families a solid base.  People often feel they 
don’t have a voice and that no one listens to them.   There are things that people can do to make a difference 
and they need to be engaged in their community. There is a need for additional resources for struggling 

families. Undraye likes the warp-around philosophy of providing services.  As a family gets stronger, they can 
reach out and help others.  There are costs to providing more services, but not as high as the costs later when 
someone ends up in a penal institution.  It is important to not forget older adults, veterans, vulnerable children 

and teenagers and their needs.   
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Duration 
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Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-33 30:00 15:00 

  

  

  

  

  

  

L PA/O 08/27/15 

08/28/15 

09/29/15 

08/31/15 

09/01/15 

09/03/15 

09/10/15 

09/17/15 

12:00 PM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Host Jackie Kahlhamer discusses parenting through separation or divorce with Peter Debbink, a Mental Health 
Counselor at Lutheran Social Services. Parents face the challenge of being other-centered and not self-

centered. Some may find themselves in the parenting role without having made that adjustment.  But they do 
also need to practice self-care. Parenting can be stressful and there needs to be a bigger focus.  A separation 
or divorce can bring along economic, legal, emotional, isolation and family relationship issues. Both parents 

need to learn to work together.  Focusing on the children is very important.  So much of a child’s health and 
success depends on stability.  A Transparenting Seminar is a (usually) court ordered one-day event.  Parents 
are encouraged to consider how their actions affect their children.  Many parents come in on the defensive 

side.  They identify what they are doing right and look at what they could do better.  There are new issues that 
arise in the midst of a separation or divorce.  This is the first time being in the legal system for many people.  It 
can take months or years to get back to stasis.  It is best to minimize the conflict children experience.  Children 

can blame themselves and parents are at times not aware of it.  Parents should not put kids in a double loyalty 
bind.  Parents are encouraged to focus on a non-judgmental process of focusing on their own behavior in the 
seminar.   
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Public Report PR15-32 30:00  15:00 

  

  

 

L PA/O 08/20/15 

08/21/15 

08/22/15 

08/24/15 

08/25/15 

08/27/15 

09/03/15 

09/10/15 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Host Jeannette Richardson discusses aquatic invasive species with Brad Steckart, Washington County 
Invasive Species Coordinator.  An invasive species is one that comes into a new area, takes over, invades and 
can outcompete native species.  These are often brought in through shipping.  Brad discusses some of the 

aquatic species and how they negatively affect local waterbodies. One of those, Eurasion watermilfoil possibly 
came about after someone dumped the contents of a home aquarium into a waterbody.  Local waterbodies 
have their own specific environment and new species throws it off balance.  This affects the environment and 

recreation.  The invasive species are transported between lakes when boaters do not properly wash off their 
boats.  An invasive species can grow from even a very tiny fragment that is left on a boat.  A healthy shoreline 
helps to keep pollution and nutrients out of a lake.  If someone sees something new or suspicious in a 

waterbody, they can call him or the DNR.  If a new invasive species is confirmed, the DNR gets involved and a 
plan is created to combat it. Prevention is the key method, especially making sure all boats are properly 
cleaned off.   

 
 
 

ENVIRONMENT 
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Public Report PR15-34 30:00  15:00 

 

 

L PA/O 09/03/15 

09/04/15 

09/05/15 

09/07/15 

09/08/15 

09/10/15 

09/17/15 

09/24/15 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Jason Valerius, Outreach Specialist for the Rock River Stormwater Group and Host Jackie Kahlhamer discuss 
municipal and public protection of the Rock River.  The river encompasses 3800 square miles and feeds into 
the Mississippi River.  It is reasonably healthy with some pollutant issues.  The municipalities that are part of 

the group must meet specific criteria or be designated by the DNR to be a part of it.  Construction sites must 
control erosion and the city must manage what happens on public works yards.  They also must do outreach.  
When construction occurs, everything is disturbed and loose dirt can be washed away.  If over 1 acre of dirt is 

being disturbed, a permit must be issued.  Citizens should be aware of public policies that affect the Rock River 
in their community.  An educated citizenry goes a long way in protecting the Rock River.  They can attend 
meetings and watch for things that cause pollution concerns.   
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Public Report PR15-34 30:00  15:00 

  

  

 

L PA/O 09/03/15 

09/04/15 

09/05/15 

09/07/15 

09/08/15 

09/10/15 

09/17/15 

09/24/15 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Host Jackie Kahlhamer and Jason Valerius, Outreach Specialist for the Rock River Stormwater Group talk 
about personal responsibility for the Rock River.  Three-quarter million people live in the Rock River area.  The 

focus is on non-point pollutants.  There are many points in the watershed that drain into it.  It is a 4-season 
issue to consider.  Lawns are one of the biggest concerns.  Not over-fertilizing, cutting grass high, not letting 
clippings go into the street, picking up pet waste and planting a rain garden are ways to protect the river.  Car 

washing and maintenance wastes go into the storm drains and then into the river.  Trying to avoid excess salt 
use in the winter helps prevent it from entering the storm drains.  Waterfront property owners can avoid putting 
a lawn all the way down to the river and can plant taller plants by the shore to intercept water and improve 

aquatic life.  If someone sees illegal storm dumping (oil, paint, etc), they can contact their public works 
department or the DNR. 
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Public Report PR15-35 30:00  15:00 

  

 

L PA/O 09/10/15 

09/11/15 

09/12/15 

09/14/15 

09/15/15 

09/17/15 

09/24/15 

12:00 PM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03;30 AM 

 

Liz Herzmann, Horicon Marsh DNR Wildlife Educator talks with Host Jackie Kahlhamer about Horicon Marsh 
education and protection.  Liz gave a brief history of the marsh.  It is a wetland of significance for many bird 
species.  As a huge wetland, it also soaks up pollutants and can hold extra water if a heavy rain event occurs.  
The Explorium is new and has museum quality exhibits that tell the story of the marsh and what is being done 

to protect it.  The hope is that this will encourage people to be more protective of natural resources.  The water 
quality of the marsh is good.  The marsh is essentially the headwaters of the Rock River.  It is important to tie 
together the environment, education and recreation.  When students are taught about the marsh, they see that 

everything in nature is connected and their personal choices can affect it.  Recycling and picking up trash has a 
huge impact- people see the effects of littering and putting trash into the environment and the negative effects 
it causes.   
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700 Club CBN 
NewsWatch 

#07162015 

1:00:00 5:00 REC PA/O/E 07/16/2015 02:00 PM 

 

CBN News Washington Senior Correspondent Paul Strand Reports:  Climate change is one of the most 
contentious issues of our time. Many conservative Christians don't agree that humans help cause it or that 
people can affect the Earth's warming or cooling. They might be surprised to find, however, that two of the 

more respected believers in climate change are evangelical Christians with conservative leanings. Pastor 
Andrew Farley leads Ecclesia: Church Without Religion in Lubbock, Texas, and heads up Network 220, a 
national association of counseling, discipleship, and training ministries. His wife, associate professor Katharine 
Hayhoe, is a climate scientist that in 2014 TIME magazine named one of the most influential people in the 

world. And that influence is growing with audiences both religious and secular because Hayhoe's job adds 
weight to her contention there's overwhelming evidence of climate change. When Farley married his climate 
scientist wife he thought global warming was just one more environmental fad. Farley and his bride fought 
over climate science for about two years. The evidence Hayhoe and others had of a definite radical spike in 
temperature and carbon dioxide finally got to Farley. This July some 400 moms and their kids travelled to 

Capitol Hill for what they called a "play-in protest" against climate change and carbon pollution. It was a play-
in because the mothers acknowledge most kids are too rambunctious to sit still for a sit-in protest. The moms 
believe reasonable energy restrictions could reduce about 150,000 asthma attacks a year among children and 
prevent up to 6,600 premature deaths. It's concern for children like those and their own that has Hayhoe and 

Farley anxious to see the world do something. But she warned global warming is hurting, even killing, 
thousands of people now - like causing stronger, longer heat waves. Stronger rainfalls hitting with more 
frequency are leading to more flooding. And in the future, Hayhoe sees trouble coming for hundreds of millions 
more people -- for instance, those on coastlines. Hayhoe's frequent public appearances, reasonable-sounding 

arguments and down-to-earth style have led some to say she's the best communicator about climate change in 
the world. When it comes to this recent spike in global temperatures and carbon dioxide, Hayhoe works to rule 
out natural suspects that could warm the Earth, like the sun has done in the past. How about the natural 
cycles that take place over vast numbers of centuries? As she points to her number one suspect, you see the 

evangelical in this scientist and child of missionaries come alive.  Hayhoe suggested fighting globally for 
practices and methods that reduce carbon emissions and then reducing one's own carbon footprint. She said 
it's easy and simple to start and gave one example. There's a long list of other actions one can take. For 
instance, when it comes to commuting to work, people can mix it up by occasionally carpooling, sometimes 
taking public transport, biking, and telecommuting. In addition, people can buy things locally grown or made. 

They can eat less meat, recycle, insulate, compost, weatherize - the list goes on and on. Even if Hayhoe and 
Farley turn out to be wrong about global warming, those who take such actions will at least help make Earth a 
healthier, cleaner planet. 

 
HEALTH 

Program Title Program 
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Topic Duration Segment 
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Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-26 30:00 15:00 

  

  

L PA/O 07/09/15 

07/10/15 

07/11/15 

07/13/15 

07/14/15 

07/16/15 

07/23/15 

07/30/15 

04:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

Host Jackie Kahlhamer talks with Terri Davis, Executive Director and Cory Ballard, Assistive Technology 

Specialist of Vision Forward, regarding help for those with vision loss.  Some instances of uncorrectable vision 
loss can occur because of aging, glaucoma & diabetic retinopathy. People go through a process of dealing with 
the change.  Most people want to be able to stay independent.  It is helpful to get the whole family involved to 

address how it affects them.  Early intervention is important for infants and toddlers.  Eighty percent of learning 
in the first three years comes through vision.  Children with low vision must adapt differently.  Schools are 
doing a great job helping students who have vision loss.  Each individual should have a plan that is specifically 

tailored for them to best support their independence.  There are many tools available to assist with daily needs.   
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Public Report PR15-28 30:00 15:00 

  

  

  

L PA/O 07/24/15 

07/25/15 

07/28/15 

07/30/15 

07/31/15 

08/01/15 

08/06/15 

08/13/15 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

03:00 AM 

 

Fawn Senn, Dodge County Dementia Concerns Coalition Chair and Host Jackie Kahlhamer discuss help for 
those affected by dementia.  Dementia is a brain disease that damages brain cells.  Those with it can be 

affected by loss of words and orientation to time or place.  Medications can slow down it’s advancement but 
there is no known cure.  Those with it become more dependent on others for daily living needs.  It is a major 
stress for caregivers.  Some with it may become bedridden.  A program call Project Lifesaver is now active in 

Dodge County.  It is a bracelet or small device worn by the person with dementia that can help locate them if 
they wander off or get lost.  This is a big concern and happens a lot.  It is extremely important for caregivers to 
know there are resources available and that they are not alone.  It can be helpful to go to a support group.  The 

numbers of those with dementia are increasing and it is very helpful to have dementia friendly communities.  
Safety and behavior issues tend to surface and caregivers need ideas how to help when these things happen.  
It is likewise difficult for the person with dementia who is dealing with the loss of their independence.   

 

 

HEALTH 
 

Program Title Program 
Duration 

Topic Duration Segment 
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Type Airdate Time 

Public Report PR15-35 30:00  15:00 

This segment ran 6.5 min. 
short on 9/14/15 due to 
equipment problems.  

  

 

L PA/O 09/10/15 

09/11/15 

09/12/15 

09/14/15 

09/15/15 

09/17/15 

09/24/15 

12:00 PM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02;30 AM 

04:00 AM 

03:30 AM 

 

Host Jeannette Richardson discusses Medicare with Bob Trotter, the Public Affairs Specialist for the 
Milwaukee Social Security Administration.  Medicare is health care insurance for those 65+, or for those under 
65 who are disabled or have chronic conditions.  If someone is about to turn 65, they need to contact the Social 

Security Administration prior to turning 65.  Failure to do so may result in a gap in coverage or higher 
premiums.  There are 4 parts to Medicare: ABC&D. Bob gave an overview of each part.  The Baby Boomers 
are affecting Medicare; thousands are coming in daily.  Medicare applications can be done online and it takes 

about 10-15 minutes.  Those receiving disability payments can be covered under Medicare.  The website is a 
great way to get questions answered.  There is an Extra Help Program which is specific to prescription drugs 
and Part D.  It is important to do research to determine if a supplemental insurance plan will be needed.  Each 

state has guidelines to help people determine what is best for them.  Bob talked about the difference between 
Medicaid, a state health insurance plan and Medicare. It is a good idea to check out the social security website, 
even if retirement is not in the near future.   
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Public Report PR15-36 30:00  15:00 

  

  

 

L PA/O 09/17/15 

09/18/15 

09/19/15 

09/21/15 

09/22/15 

09/24/15 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

04:00 AM 

 

Dr. Jack Stellpflug from Sleep Well Dental discusses Sleep Apnea with Host Jackie Kahlhamer.  Dr. Stellpflug 
talked about the Bruxism triad- nocturnal grinding, Sleep Apnea & GERD.  Sleep Apnea literally means 

“without a breath.”  Depending on various factors, air can’t move through the airway for 10 seconds or more.  
This can be very serious.  There is not enough oxygen to satisfy the brain.  It creates inflammation in the blood 
vessels.  The first clinical sign is usually high blood pressure.  It can lead to heart attack and stroke.  Many 

people with chronic issues have Sleep Apnea.  It is grossly underdiagnosed.  It can affect all age groups and 
physical make-ups.  Sleep Apnea must be diagnosed by a Sleep Specialist.  The patient must receive a 
prescription to get treatment.  Treatment can include a CPAP machine, an oral appliance or surgery.  Dr. 

Stellpflug talked about TMD which causes chronic headaches or joint problems.  He views it as coming from a 
sleep issue. During a Sleep Apnea event, the body goes into a flight or fight response, which causes grinding 
and stomach acid coming up (GERD.)   
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Public Report PR15-37 30:00  15:00 

  

  

  

 

L PA/O 09/24/15 

09/25/15 

09/26/15 

09/28/15 

09/29/15 

12:00 PM 

12:30 PM 

03:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

02:30 AM 

 

Sue McKenzie, Director of Rogers InHealth and Mary Madden, Executive Director of NAMI Waukesha, talk 
about reducing the stigma of mental illness with Host Jackie Kahlhamer.  The stigma affects lives in a number 
of ways, including employment, housing and being looked at differently- like their lives will be less happy.  

Those with a mental illness can be shunned by family and friends, who feel they should just be able to pick 
themselves up by their bootstraps.  Early intervention is key to recovery.  The stigma causes some to not get 
help, especially parents with children.  Rogers InHealth interviews those in recovery and shares their stories 

online.  NAMI Waukesha has a program, In Our Own Voice, which discusses personal recovery and educates.  
People in recovery often struggle to tell their story.  They can receive support when they choose to tell their 
story publicly or to an employer or school. 
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Switch On Your Brain 
#006 

28:30 28:30 REC PA/O/E 07/07/2015 12:00 PM 

 

Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses how "I can't" is a decision. It is a choice, 
which means "I can" is also a choice. Your brain follows what your mind decision makes. You can change. You 
can change your "I can't" to "I can." We are made in the image of a perfect God. Our normal, our natural, our 
default is phenomenal, brilliant, marvelous, fantastic, fabulous; it is outstanding. You are outstanding. When 
you say "I can't" you've actually made a choice because you're either "I can" or you're "I can't" - there is no 

gray area with God. It's either you choose life or you choose death. When we say "I can't" we are actually 
choosing to give up. We're making the choice to pull out and pull back and to not take responsibility. And then 
we can't heal because we actually increase our toxic load when we do that. This "I can't" applies to logical 
things, decisions that are blocking you from moving forward in your life. We're not going to walk around 

thinking that if I say "I can" "I can." It's not positive thinking, it's much deeper. We're dealing with where we 

use the words "I can't" that keeps us stuck and bound in chains of negativity and bad habits and bad toxic 
thoughts. That's the "I can't" that we need to overcome. Your thinking and your choices will impact right down 
to the DNA right down to genetic level and that impacts everything about who you are and how you are 

functioning. Ninety-nine percent of our perceptions in life are based upon what we have planted inside of our 
brain. A lot of times, we say "I can't" because it is scary to change. There is a fear involved because this is 
familiar even though I know it's wrong. There's also the thing of "I don't know how to change" this almost 
helpless feeling which has come from the world that we live in, the environment that we've lived in, the 

nurturing that we've received, where we've been told and labeled this is who you are and you can't change. 
This is where it is good to recognize and understand who we are scientifically in Christ which means that we 
are naturally wired for love, so we're naturally wired to overcome. We need to have truth brought into our life 
about how we can do this. It is something we are able to do. When we're bound in these chains of things like 
anger, frustration, alcoholism, addictions, addicted to me, myself, and I, addicted to pornography, whatever it 

may be, these feel like chains that hold a prisoner to a wall. You need to know that your mind is more 
powerful than any addiction. Your mind is more powerful than any toxic chain. Anything in the negative realm, 
your mind is stronger than that and that's what science has proven. Link back to God, implant the Word of 
God. Let your mind understand what your heart, what your intuition of your spirit, already knows, and that is 

you cannot do this thing without God. So you first link to God. You first find a scripture. You first give 
thanksgiving and praise and worship. You do whatever it is that you get yourself connected to God and then 
you go into battle.  Step 1: You first link to God. Then you start working on this and as you make the decision 
this thing is no longer in my life and you start working every day diligently, disciplined, directing your 

attention; it's call the quantum zeno effect. If you don't do it for twenty-one days, it will not go away. It takes 
a full twenty-one days. The best way to get out of the "I can't" syndrome is to do twenty-one days of 
practicing saying "I can."  So whatever the "I can't" is, if you can identify and be very specific, science shows 
us that the more specific we are the easier it is to start breaking down and identify things. If we can find the 

pattern of our negative toxic reaction, that is the first step in starting to break that down. When we are saying 
"I can" to get over the "I can't" you can't just say it, you have to really believe it. You have to identify a truth 
in the Word of God that will be something that you can hook the "I can" onto. As a tree has roots, so your 
thoughts have roots, so everything you say and do is first a thought. Nothing that you say and do is a vacuum. 
So whatever you're saying is coming from a root. If you're saying "I can" but you are actually thinking "I can't" 

the root is the more powerful. The thought in your non-conscious is the more powerful thing than what you 
are saying, and what you are actually saying is actually the negative, and that's called cognitive dissonance. 
When you thank God, in your brain things change. Serotonin, dopamine, oxytocin; all the remolding chemicals 
start being released. Various structures in your brain start getting very excited in anticipation of good stuff. 

When you expect good things, good things are going to happen. "I can" is a decision. "I can't" is a decision. 
You have a choice daily to say "I can" or "I can't." When you choose to "I can" instead of "I can't," when you 
make that decision, change happens in your brain. Physical change happens in your body. Physical change will 
produce change in your mind, which is the soul realm, which will impact on your spirit. Have a look this week 

at how many times you actually say "I can't." Train yourself to be aware of the fact that "I can't" is a physical 
thing. You’re capable of changing the "I can't" into the "I can."  
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Switch On Your Brain 
#007 

28:30 28:30 REC PA/O/E 07/14/2015 12:00 PM 

 
Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf asks the question: "What Lies Are You Believing?" We 
need to be alert and discerning because there are truths and lies in every single situation that we face. In life 
there are all kinds of decisions that we have to make on a moment by moment basis and those decisions come 

from a pool of choices called probabilities. A probability is something that actually hasn't happened yet. You 
are in life processing. In the events and circumstances of life those things are coming in through your five 
senses. You are thinking these things through and you are reacting to these events and circumstances that 
have come in through your five senses as electromagnetic life forces measured through using quantum physics 
and brain science. We cannot control the events and circumstances of life, but we can control our reactions to 

those events and circumstances. You are a triune being: spirit, soul, and body. Your spirit is your true you. It is 
made up of your intuition, your communion, which is your worship, and your conscience. Your soul is your 
mind, your intellect, your will and your emotions. Your body is physical substance we can see. Now the way 

that you are designed is that the Holy Spirit speaks to your spirit. The spirit speaks to your soul. Your soul 

controls your brain. Your brain is in your body. Your brain and your body are subservient to the soul. The soul 
is the mind realm. Thoughts are connected. The brain is the size of your two fists. There are 100 billion 
thoughts in your brain. Each thought can grow up to 200,000 branches. You have three and a half million 
years’ worth of space in your brain. Each thought becomes a universe. No thought is ever in isolation. 

Whatever negative toxic thought you have will grow little vines like a vine grows, and as you are thinking 
about it, it connects with other thoughts. The connection that occurs is almost like a cellular network as well, 
because we have other cells between the thoughts that carry the electromagnetic energy of those thoughts to 
other thoughts as well. We have so much more control than we actually realize. The love zone is represented 

by two trees. The larger green tree represents God. The smaller green tree represents you made in God's 
image. The toxic dead tree represents the fear zone. There are only two types of emotion. There are two basic 
spiritual forces: love, which is God, and fear, which is the counterfeit, the opposite spiritual force. You are 
either operating in love or fear. You must choose which of these zones you will run your life in. You have the 
ability to think and to choose. God is revealing the quantum level. The quantum world is telling more about 

Godly principles than any other form of physics that's ever been known. What science quantum physic tells us 
is that there is this probability wave. The probability wave is that there are all these possible choices that you 
could make as an individual about this particular event or circumstance. Quantum mechanics can actually do a 
mathematical equation that can predict this probability, but can never tell you exactly what it is that you are 

going to choose. Until it has actually been chosen, until you have thought this thing through and made your 
choice, it's just a whole wave of probabilities. Then you, as an incredibly brilliant thinking human being, you 
think, you choose, and you make your choice. You as an observer outside of the probabilities, and as you 
choose, you collapse the probability wave, which means you turn something that is simply a probability into an 

actuality and it becomes a physical structure inside of your brain. Everything that you say and do is first a 
thought inside your of head by you yourself. When we have this realization that these things inside of our head 

are not truth, that we've made them truth by actually processing them into physical realities in your brain, the 
realization that this is not truth, that you can actually rewire that; that will start freeing you. That realization 

that this is not who you are, that you can rewire it; that starts the process of freedom. As we think about 
things they grow. As you're in an event or a circumstance, as you're in a lie, as a lie is presented to you 
through whichever means, we take that into our brains and for twenty-four to forty-eight hours it stays flowing 
through the middle of our brain and it becomes what we call a temporary memory. Now if you ignore it, it will 
go away. If you don't think about it anymore that actually becomes heat energy, it converts and goes away. If 

you think about it, it starts going through the process up to seven days, fourteen days, twenty-one days, and 
it becomes a self-sustaining memory inside of our brain. If you start thinking about it more, you then act upon 
that because whatever we do is coming from these thoughts that we've built in our non-conscious mind. The 
more you think about it the bigger it gets. The more you meditate the bigger it gets. If you're in a crisis 

situation, what are you going to revert to? The thing you're thinking about the most. Hebrews 11:1 in reverse. 
Faith is substance. When you are building your faith in something you are building a physical network. Your 
brain is following the structure of your mind. Genesis 11:6 Faith. Substance. Imagination. All of it is building 
substance. Substance is stuff; something physical. As you are thinking, you are creating thoughts. You first 

build a thought and then you see the evidence. The evidence is the words, the actions, and the manifestation. 

First the thought then the evidence. When you are in a circumstance that's bad and you're connected to the 
vine you are going to draw on the correct thing from your non-conscious mind to inform your conscious 
decision, but if you're not, you're going to draw on the negative to inform your conscious decision. How do we 
know what is truth in terms of making decisions about whether something is good or something is bad? First 

of all, you are wired for love. It's the scientific way of saying you are made in God's image. We know right 
from wrong. Within the depths of our spiritual part of who we are, in the depths of our intuition, the Holy Spirit 
will lay down truth. With our mind we need to understand what that truth is. We use our mind to understand 
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the truth that is already inside of us, but that takes discipline, that takes walking by the spirit, that takes 
discipline practice about not letting thoughts just go crazy and unchecked through your mind, but stopping and 
evaluating “Is this thought in alignment with God or is it in alignment with the worldly way of thinking.” We 

can train ourselves to discern because our basic nature is one of knowing good from evil. A lie cannot be 
measured. Light is what we measure. Darkness is the absence of light. A lie is the absence of truth. We 
measure truth. Your mind controls your body even down to the subatomic level. That is why when you pray 

your words influence the subatomic level. Your thoughts change the C-reactive proteins in your body. Your 

thoughts, your words, change everything right down to the DNA level. 
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Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses how we walk through life with unnecessary 
baggage which are toxic thoughts that we've built. What we've stored in our minds is basically impacting how 
we function. Research shows that patterns for adulthood are laid down in childhood and the way that you 
function in the future is based on the now. Our mind is split into the conscious and the non-conscious. The 

conscious operates when you're awake. The non-conscious operates twenty-four hours a day and that's where 
all the thoughts, the good trees, the baggage, all that is stored in the non-conscious mind. We know from 
science that the non-conscious mind drives the conscious mind. So if your non-conscious mind is filled with 
baggage that is what is going to drive your conscious perception of how you deal with life. Cast all your 

burdens upon God. Get free from that baggage. You are spirit. You are soul. You are body. Your spirit is your 
true you. Your soul is your intellect, your will, and your emotions; in other words, your mind. You live in a 
body which is dominated by the brain. When you keep unforgiveness, anger, frustration, irritation, as a way of 
reacting, being overemotional, whatever it may be, being oversensitive, taking offense, all these things, when 
we do that, this is baggage. The Bible says, and so does science, you first build a thought and then you see 

the evidence. The evidence is the words, the actions, the manifestation. Where are you putting your mind 
time? Where is your mind time focusing on? Train yourself to be aware of your thought. No thought should 
ever go unchecked through your mind. No thought is harmless. A negative toxic thought is doing damage in 
your brain. It's made up of proteins that have become distorted because we don't have any proteins in our 

brain for negative thinking. The proteins that we make are supposed to be made based on healthy choices. So 
when we make a negative toxic choice, we distort the proteins. So the proteins accumulate, and instead of it 
being a beautiful green tree, it's this wiry distorted, inflamed, awful looking kind of thought that affects the 
blood flow.  The activity looks incorrect when you look at a brain scan. You can actually see negative things. 

Your thoughts are real. That is why James 1:21 so correctly says that the implanted word of God will save your 
soul. We need to be memorizing scripture. We need to be meditating and practicing the presence of God. 

Seventy-five to ninety-eight percent of current illnesses today, mental, physical, etc. come from our thought 
life. It's a myth that you use only ten percent of your brain. You use it all. Every part of your brain has a 

function and most of your brain is active all the time. Science shows us that we're just not designed to carry 
unnecessary baggage. Unnecessary baggage in terms of science is all those toxic thoughts in our mind; that 
we've made bad decisions, and we've wired the stuff in, and we're operating from these in our non-conscious 
mind. Our non-conscious mind is filled with millions of thoughts and a lot of those are baggage thoughts. 
They're not healthy thoughts. They're weighing us down and they're impacting how we function on a day to 

day basis. We need to unpack those. We need to pray and ask God to help us unpack those. We need to get 
order back in our mind and that's done prayerfully, not on your own. You need to ask God. The Holy Spirit will 
lead us into all truth. The Holy Spirit will show us what we need to unpack; all the baggage that's weighing us 
down.  
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Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses emotions and feelings and if can we control 

them. How we are reacting to the events and circumstances of life will determine our stress levels, the state of 
our physical being, how our mind is functioning, how we are coping with life, and how we are expecting to 
cope with life in the future. Right now at 400 billion actions per second you are generating a quantum signal in 
your brain as you process information.  God gives you a physical representation of a mind soul action that is 

designed to be guided by the spirit. Every thought that you have, always, every single time, will become a 
physical reality inside of your brain. We've got all of these thoughts inside of our brain that are real and occupy 
mental real estate and they look like trees. The thoughts that we build look like trees. As we're thinking and 
choosing we're building all of these trees inside our brain, with these branches and these leaves, containing all 
this information. Every thought also has emotions wired into it. Because the emotions are represented inside 

your thought as chemicals, every thought that you build has all these chemicals intertwined within them and it 

looks like rain drops on trees. So in your brain you have this physical reality for this mind thing that has a 
spiritual component. The amygdala is another structure in the brain that looks like little almonds which are like 
libraries, which are perceptual libraries. Every time that you think and choose and build a memory, you're 

actually going to build the memory into your brain. As you build the memory into your brain, not only do you 
put information on the leaves, but you also have chemicals involved in the process. The chemicals that are 
involved in the process we call scientifically molecules of emotion. The chemicals carry the emotions, this 
means every single thought that you build has this emotional component. When that emotion is in the non-

conscious mind where all your memories are stored it is an emotion.  When it moves into the conscious mind 
you feel your emotions. The feeling is the experience of the emotion. A perception is another kind of 
connective memory which we store in our amygdala. So we have a perceptual library, like a library contains 
books of information, so your perception is your perception of that event. So information and emotion is in the 

thought and the perception is in the amygdala and it is connected, so as you draw a memory into the 
conscious mind and you remember the information and experience the emotion, you also activate the 
amygdala and you experience the perception. Life is represented by the green tree. Death is represented by 
the dead tree. Life, represented by the green tree, is the love zone. The dead tree represents the fear zone. 
The larger green tree represents God and the smaller tree represents you, because you are made in God's 

image. The love zone is the normal zone, this is your normal, this is your default; this is who you are. 
Scientists call this being wired for love. We are wired for love which means all of our circuitry, our structures, 
everything about our brain, and everything about the physical body is all designed for the positive. Your 
normal is wired for love. Your normal is good thinking, good choosing, good thoughts, good decisions, wisdom. 

You are made in God's image. God is made of love. It's a spiritual force. The Bible tells us that perfect love will 
cast out all fear. The opposite spiritual force is fear, which is abnormal. Scientists tell us that we are wired for 
love. We learn fear through the choices that we make in our soul realm. The design and the natural order that 
God has set up is that the Holy Spirit informs your spirit, your spirit informs your soul, and your soul controls 

your brain and your body. Your brain and your body do the bidding of the mind or the soul. Your soul has one 
foot in the door of the spirit and one foot in the door of the body. It is through the soul mind realm, which is 
supposed to be dominated by the spirit, which is supposed to be dominated by the Holy Spirit, that you then 
control your body. But we live in a world where we reversed this thing; where we worship the body, where we 
go by how we feel. You are either led by the spirit or you're led by the body. When we have issues in our life 

there isn't a quick fix. We need to realize that chemicals, drugs, putting things into our body, alter brain 
function. Taking a drug for being unhappy, or depressed, or anxious, is not really the solution. It may have to 
be part of the solution for a very short period of time, but the real work is in your mind. The real work is you 
recognizing, acknowledging, working through, and persisting through for twenty-one days. Your mind is 

stronger than any chemical, any drug, and any medication. Many doctors are seeing that the effectiveness of 
any kind of medication comes from how a patient is actually managing their mindset in terms of their illness. 
You have one hundred billion neurons in the brain. Dendrites, which look like Christmas trees, are what you're 
building in your brain. When you're making good decisions they're healthy. When you're making bad decisions 

they're unhealthy. Whatever you think about the most will grow and they connect to other parts of your brain. 
You are a brain surgeon because you can change your own mind; you wire these in, you wire these out. You 

as a brain surgeon need to renew your mind, which means that you need to apply the scientific principles of 
neuroplasticity; neuro meaning brain, plastic meaning to change. You as a brain changer need to change your 

brain, renew your mind. We can learn how to discipline our thought life. We need to recognize that if we can 
bring all our thoughts into captivity, the thought has the emotional component, so therefore, if you are 
bringing the thought into captivity you're also bringing in the emotion, which is part of the thought into 
captivity. That is our natural design. In science we see that when a thought moves into the conscious mind 
and it becomes active and we feel it, if it is a toxic thought we feel a toxic emotion. If it is a happy, good, 

healthy thought, we feel the healthy emotion. Your awareness of this is your starting point to the healing 
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because your awareness enables you to see your reactions. That awareness starts helping you with the healing 
process. If you're aware of something then you can do something about it. There are only two types of 
emotion: love and fear. Love is the natural design that we have. Love grows all the good stuff: love, joy, 

peace, kindness, gentleness, patience, self-control. Out of fear, which is the opposite, the counterfeit, grows 
the negative things: anxiety, worry, discouragement, despair. These negative things are not the normal 
response, but a learned response. You are wired for love. Love is the normal emotion. Fear is the learned 

emotion. We have emotions and feelings and we can control them. Emotions are in the nonconscious mind 

and when they move to the conscious mind we feel those emotions. We're designed to control them, but we 
need to go to God and God will help us control them. When a thought moves into the conscious mind you 
have ten minutes to make a decision as to whether you're going to move forward or whether you are going to 
stay stuck with it and make it a toxic emotion. You can't fix it in ten minutes, but you have ten minutes to 

make a decision about whether you are going to work on it or not. Otherwise it will go back even more toxic 
than before. In that ten minute window, make a decision if it is toxic, to ask God to help you to start working 
through the process of detoxing that particular thought network, which takes work. It takes twenty-one days, 
but you can start working on that. Don't ignore that ten minute window.  
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Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses "It's not who you are, it's who you have 
become." Evil comes from us, from choices that we make. Every time we make a bad decision and we wire 
that toxic thought into our brain, we've created evil and then we act upon that. But that's not who you are, 

that's who you have become. You can get free. There is nothing that you have done that you can't get rid of in 
your brain. Obviously, it starts with acknowledging, repenting, confessing, accepting the work of the cross. You 
can wire that out of your brain. There is a tendency that we can get stuck in that negative groove and then 
grow this thing and then we think that's all we are. You need to stand back. You need to recognize you're 

made in God's image and that's not who you are, that is who you have become, so therefore you can un-
become that. Our norm, our default mode, is one of making good choices. We can think well. We can choose 
well, because we are made in His image. You may feel like I react like this, this is who I am; this feels like it's 
me. Yes, because every choice that you make, if it is a good choice, you wire in the healthy. If it is a bad 

choice, you wire in the negative. It has become part of your biology, the toxic side, the fear zone, this not who 
you are, this is who you have become. If you wired it in, you can wire it out. When the brain is inside your 

head and you're alive and living, you are generating mind and your mind is actually changing that brain. We 
are wired for love. Scientifically we see this; all of our circuitry, all our chemicals, everything is geared in the 
direction of making good choices. When we choose badly, as it says in Deuteronomy 30:19, the implication in 

that scripture is that if we make the wrong decision we step into the death zone. Spiritual truth is reflected in 
science, where we see that people that have made bad decisions, and we all do that, those bad choices get 
wired into our brain and affect the physical structure of our brain because we design the landscape of our 
brain in a positive or negative direction. Your natural wiring is beautiful, healthy, green trees. Because you can 

think, you can choose. Whatever you chose became either healthy stuff or baggage. When we have issues, 
that's not who we are, that's who we have become. So if we've become that, we can un-become it. If we've 
wired it in, we can wire it out. You control your genes in your body. We are not a victim of our genes. You first 
grew a toxic thought then you did that. Whatever you think about the most will grow. So if you're living that 

lifestyle, you're growing that, you have chosen the inhuman root and have wired in the toxicity and are living 
out that toxicity. As you are living out that toxicity it produces the toxic effects. This is the stronghold of the 
enemy. It is something that we choose and these are consequence of our choices. Your natural is that you are 
wired for love. As you are thinking and as you are choosing, as you are about to make a decision, the front 
part of your brain becomes extremely active. As you say and do whatever you say and do, you cause genetic 

expression, which means you make proteins, and you grow things in that part of your brain. Basically, 
whatever you think and choose results in a physical substance. That physical substance is a thought, and as 
you are thinking and choosing, the physical activity will increase in the front part of your brain and you will 
actually grow a thing in your head. If you have chosen good stuff, something positive, you're going to grow 

something healthy in your head. If you have chosen something negative, you will grow something unhealthy 
and it will look different. If you grow a lot of toxicity in this part of your brain it interferes with your ability to 
make wisdom decisions. Science has shown that this part of your brain becomes well developed the wiser you 

become and it becomes healthy. When you make bad decisions, you get negative wisdom. It's not really 

wisdom; it's negative toxicity. You're doing the bad stuff because you first made a bad choice. Evil has no way 
of working and existing until you believe a lie. Evil has no control over you until you react to it. It's your 
reaction that takes it inside of you and makes it a reality and then you act upon that. It is with our mind that 
we understand our intuition. As we discipline our thought life and become more aware of our intuitive, 

instinctive, recognition of this is who we really are, and this is who we have become, as you develop that, you 
will find it easy to separate and easier to work on the negative stuff. We have many opportunities to get rid of 
toxic thoughts and behaviors, but if you choose not to, they go back even stronger than before. No matter 
how strong they get, you can still get rid of them because your mind controls matter. Your soul controls your 
body. Your body and your brain are designed to do the will of your mind. Your mind is designed to do the will 

of the spirit and the spirit is designed to be controlled by the Holy Spirit. As a neuroplastician, if you wired it in, 
you can wire it out. God has designed your brain to follow the decision of your mind, to follow the leading of 
your spirit. When you do that you create change in your body. We create the evil when we make bad choices. 
Even the worst evil can change. The circumstances of life sometimes make us feel in life that this is who we 

are, but that's not who you are, it's who you have become. Who you have become is not the truth. It is not 
the reality. We're made in God's image. We're wired for love. We're thinking beings. We can make choices. So 

when we fall down, we can get up. Make the good decision of your mind. Plant that tree and get up and carry 
on. It's not who you are, it's who you've become. Wire out the "who you've become" and go back to who you 

truly are in Christ. When you've made a wrong choice in your life, and you've wired this evil into your life, you 
must remember it's not who you are, it's who you have become. Admit it, quit it, and beat it. When we've 
made bad choices and we've built this toxicity into our brain, we don't have to become a victim of that now.  
We can change that. You can back into who you are. You go to God, you take that to God, and you let God 

walk with you through the consequences of that decision that you've made. This week work on admitting, 
quitting, and beating. Make that a motto of your life. Admit it, quit it, and beat it.  
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Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses the impact of toxic thinking on your mind 

and body and spirit.  350 million people worldwide suffer from depression. More than 40 million people in the 
United States of America suffer from anxiety disorders. There are more deaths from suicide than there are 
from car accidents. Seventy-five to ninety-eight percent of current mental, physical illnesses come from our 
thought life. When you build these toxic thoughts in your brain, your brain inflames, you increase your 

vulnerability to disease. There is a problem. When we go toxic, the toxic spreads like a virus and that impacts 
how your mind is functioning, and that impacts how your spiritual development is functioning. Deuteronomy 
30:19 is becoming a reality in today's world. There are consequences to our choices and it's time that we 
stand up and take responsibility for the choices that we're making. It's impacting us spirit, soul, and body. It's 
making us sick. It's making the world sick. We need to recognize that we can't hide it anymore. We have to 

change. We have to start recognizing the impact of toxic thinking. The brain controls every single cell in your 

body and your brain is connected to your heart.  Your brain and your heart are the only actual organs 
connected to every single cell in your body. All the other parts of the body connect in many different ways, but 
your brain controls every single cell of your body. God has invested you with the power, and when you make 

the decisions, your powerful mind builds a consequence. Whatever you think about will become a physical 
structure and you will operate from that structure unless you renew it and rewire it, which is the renewing of 
the mind. No thought is harmless, because as you are thinking you automatically will impact the physical 
domain; you'll change your brain because moment by moment you're physically changing the substance of 

your brain. Also, you are developing or you're not developing your spirit by the thoughts you think.  If you 
choose to read your Bible, if you choose to apply your Bible, that is a mind decision and you wire it into your 
brain, and that brings brain health and at the same time you are developing your spirit. The opposite of that is 
if you choose to get irritated, and every day you get more and more irritated, that's a mind decision that 

becomes a physical structure inside of your brain which cause toxicity and inflammation, and sickness, and all 
kinds of things in your body, and also impedes on your spiritual development because if you're keeping it 
there, you are blocking your conscious, you're blocking your intuition, you're blocking your communion with 
God, so you're not developing the spiritual realm. Our thoughts that we build are foreign invasions in our body. 
Research shows that your immune system will respond to a toxic thought that you build through a choice that 

you make, which is the signal which activates the DNA. Science has shown that as you build those, your body 
will respond in the same way as if you cut yourself, or had a physical illness, or had a virus in your body. Your 
immune system sends out all kinds of things to fight that to bring healing to your body. One of the things that 
they look at is the C-reactive protein, and that C-reactive protein, whenever there is a site of physical damage 

in the human body or a virus, it is in abundance at that point. It is sent out by the immune system to try to 
heal that part of the body. Also what happens is that you get inflammation, and that's part of the healing 
process. If the healing takes place like it should, eventually, the inflammation will go away and the wound will 
heal up, and it takes about twenty-one days, so therefore, the same thing happens in your brain. Research is 

finding that when you think a toxic thought, at the site of the toxic thought, because there is no wiring for 
that, the proteins still form, because you're still thinking, you're still choosing, the proteins fold incorrectly, 
forming a distorted version of the truth. Toxicity will manifest into something. We can deal with these 
manifestations if we get to the bottom of the way we are thinking and the kind of thoughts that we are 
building. Every bad choice that we make is giving birth to an addiction. The addiction of me-myself-and-I can 

cause a manifestation of depression, convert maybe to bipolar which is a deeper form of depression, OCD, or 
schizophrenia, all these mental names for mental disorders. These are not diseases. The difference between a 
disease and a disorder is that you can control a disorder. It comes from choices. Every mental disorder is the 
result of the choices we have made. God gave you a phenomenal foundation, brain and mind, but he gave you 

free will. The ability to think is the most powerful thing in the universe after God. Your ability to think is a mind 
action. It's where everything starts. Your mind is the soul realm and it’s through your mind that you make a 
decision. Every time you make a bad choice you will feel it in your body. Your body is designed to recognize 
and reject negativity. So you feel it physically and this rejection of the negativity is experienced like a 

depression, anxiety, worry, fear, discomfort, tension; you feel like your body is out of rhythm because your 
heart is affected, and you have no peace. All the things God talks about in the Bible: the peace of God that 

transcends all understanding and guard your mind in Christ Jesus. All these spiritual truths have very physical 
components. You with your mind apply a spiritual truth and you will experience the consequence in your body 

because that is how God designed you. When people make bad choices the proteins in the brain become 
distorted, and if you do not get rid of them, set you up for illnesses. These decisions that you make on a 
moment by moment basis impact not only your spirit, soul, and body, not only the people around you, but 
those decisions actually go through to the third and fourth generations. In science they have now proven 
through the science of epigenetics, that our decisions go through the sperm and the vulva and go into the next 

four generations. So there is stuff in your head from your great, great, great, grandfather. And you might be 
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thinking okay now that's why I do what I do. Having this information is not an excuse for you to behave badly 
or to say I can't help it; it's part of my biology. You are not a victim of your biology. Those things that are 
passed through the generations are actually dormant, which means they are asleep and inactive. They can 

either be activated or they can be destroyed because they're not truth.  They're not who you are, they're who 
you have become. The way to manage it is if you're aware of behavior patterns, or you're experiencing a 
behavior pattern, don't give in to it. Control it and actually break that down and eliminate it. Mind choices are 

powerful and can eliminate and make the change in the body and the spirit. The minute that you start thinking 

in a toxic way, you are altering your DNA in a distorted manner. Positive intentions change the DNA 
expression. Seventy-five to ninety-eight percent of current mental and physical illnesses come from the choices 
we make in our mind. They are consequences of the choices and the actions that you take. Scientifically and 
spiritually, science and the Bible, tell us that there is an impact from toxic thinking. God tells us not to fear and 

to do all these good things and science confirms exactly what the Bible is saying. God uses science to show if 
we don't take responsibility for our thinking and responsibility for what we're saying and doing, it's going to 
impact how we function physically, spirit, soul, and body, as well as impact the people around us. God put us 
in a body for many reasons and one of those reasons is for us to recognize that we can use our physical body 

to tell us when we're doing something wrong. We need to be more aware of the people around us and the 
impact of our actions on other people.  
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Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses how we are designed to bring all thoughts 

into captivity. Part of the front part of the brain is designed to enable us to stand outside of ourselves and 
observe our own thinking. God's design of the human brain fulfills the ability to bring all thoughts into 
captivity. We can actually stand outside of ourselves, observe our own thinking, focus on an area that needs to 
be detoxed and we can fix it. It's like the first step that we need to apply in being able to actually sort out our 

thought life. You have the ability to bring all thoughts into captivity. When we think we choose and when we 
choose we change our brain and then we live from what we have created inside of our brain. Everything that 
you say and everything that you do is first a thought inside of your head. We are neuroplasticians, neuro 
meaning brain and plastic meaning to change. We are designed to change our brain. Moment by moment of 
every day, you are redesigning the landscape of your brain. You are changing your brain. You control your 

brain. Your brain does not control you. We are not victims of our biology. We are victors over and above the 

events and circumstances of our life. If you are negative, it hits the proteins right down on a micro level and 
they start breaking down and over time they manifest and make you vulnerable to illness and disease. A study 
shows that people are protected by worship; protected against depression and anxiety and worry. They have 

shown scientifically that the more people worship, the more you develop your relationship with God, and the 
brain actually gets thicker in the parts that need to get thicker to protect you against depression, anxiety and 
worry. The more you worship, the more you are protecting yourself against all the challenges that affect us in 
life. Inside your brain you have internal networks that we call the default mode networks. As you are conscious 

and as you are going through the day, every seven seconds, you shift into this default mode, and you basically 
switch off to the external and you switch on to the internal, and you process what you have just taken in. 
Research is showing that those people that are meditating correctly, the activity in the brain increases and 
you're becoming more intelligent.  When you are in a state of peace and calm and you are thinking with 

wisdom and clarity. Christians who are meditating on the Word of God and saying "Trust in the Lord with your 
all your heart. Rely not on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him and He will direct your 
path all day long," their brain entered into the highest intellectual state possible. God has designed your brain 
to obey your mind, and when you do what God tells you to do, and you choose life, life grows in your brain, 
good stuff grows in your brain, your brain health increases, your immune system improves, your 

cardiovascular system improves, and the entire health of your body improves. As you're in life, you're exposed 
to multiple things that are coming in through your five senses. Your five senses are the contact between the 
external world and the internal world of your mind. There's a lot of signal coming into your brain, but it stays 
in the middle part of your brain and it activates certain internal signals, which are four or five of the existing 

memories that are moving to the conscious mind. You can discipline yourself to become aware of what you are 
gathering; what is coming in from the outside and what thoughts are being activated. Sometimes it takes 
twenty-one days to get our minds disciplined. We need to discipline ourselves to slow down, watch our 
thoughts, and not let any thought go unchecked through our mind. That's our natural design and that's what 

bringing our thoughts into captivity means. We are all faced with all these choices and quantum physics talks 
about them being probabilities. Probabilities have not happened yet and they have no substance yet. A 
probability is simply something that could happen. You, the observer outside the system, look at the 
probability and you make a choice, and you turn the probability into an actuality. When it becomes an 
actuality, it becomes a physical structure inside of your brain. You operate from that physical structure inside 

of your brain. We are designed to bring all thoughts into captivity. Bring is an instruction and it is a mind 
action. When you decide to bring all thoughts into captivity that is mind action. That's intellectualizing, that's 
choices that we're making. The frontal lobe of the brain is very active when we are conscious and it enables us 
to literally stand outside of ourselves and observe our thoughts, and make change. Discipline yourself to self-

reflect. Discipline yourself to self-regulate. Where you are in your mind is going to determine where you're 
going to be tomorrow. It's with your mind that you are going to grow spiritually. It is with your mind that you 
are going to get your health under control. Deal with the issues that are in your life. Science shows us that 
thoughts are real things. Your mind is in the soul realm and your mind deals with the intellect, the will, and the 

emotion. Although we can't see the intellect, the will, and the emotion physically, we can see the result, which 
is what people say and what people do. First there is the thought that you've built, which is the root in the 

non-conscious mind; that moves into the conscious mind, and then you become consciously aware, and then 
you speak and you do. Thoughts are built as substance and evidence in your mind, as you build those you will 

be acting upon those. Your DNA doesn't control you. You control your DNA. You cannot control the events or 
circumstances of your life, but you can control your reactions to the events and circumstances of your life. You 
are not a victim of your biology. You are totally in control by the decisions that you make, influencing your 
spirit, soul, body, and health. God has designed your brain in such a way that you are able to stand outside 
yourself, observe your own thoughts, and rewire your brain in a positive way. You're not a victim. You can 

rewire and you can change through a single decision to make that decision to change.  
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Today on Switch On Your Brain, Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses how no thought is harmless and no attitude 

can be hidden. You know what it feels like when you're around someone who is negative? It makes you feel 
horrible. When you're around someone who is joyful and happy you feel great. That's because our attitudes 
literally rub off on each other. You can't hide an attitude. No thought is harmless. It is a scientific fact that 
every thought that you build generates electromagnetic energy and it produces a state of mind, and that's part 
of nonverbal communication. We don't read each other's actual thoughts, but we can read each other's 

attitudes. We have all kinds of structures in our brain that help us to reflect back each other's emotions. For 
example the vagus nerve, insula, mirror nerve cells in our brain; literally help us to cry together, laugh 
together, and be joyful together. It's almost as though God has designed us so that we can actually check 
each other's behaviors. Become aware of your attitude and the attitude of the people around you. Every single 

cell in your body is impacted by a negative thought. No thought is harmless and no attitude can be hidden. It 

will come through in the way that your eyes are shining and the way that you carry your body. Genesis 11:6 
tells us that "Whatever they imagined they could do would not be impossible for them." The science of this 
scripture is that as you are thinking you are physically building substance. This science also tells us that 

whatever is substance in your brain you will act upon. You will live out whatever you have built, so therefore, 
no thought is harmless. The Bible does say that to just look upon a woman with adulterous thoughts is the 
same as the act. We know from science now that if you watch someone play tennis, the same areas in the 
brain will light up as the areas that will light up in the person who is actually doing the act. It says in the Bible 

that only God and you know your own thoughts but what I can pick up through my mirror neurons is your 
attitude which is your state of mind; it's the emotional state of your head. Every thought has an emotional 
feeling component and that is what we literally mirror in each other. Quantum physics actually explains this in 
terms of the theory of entanglement, which means we are all entangled in each other's lives. We are all 
connected with each other, so we feel each other's emotions. We can't hide it. We can't ever hide an attitude 

because of the design of the brain mirroring out the emotional energy literally from the thoughts that move 
into the conscious mind, we reflect those. The gene is an inanimate thing. It can't do anything until it is 
switched on. The dreaded diseases that people are suffering from are from the mind, seventy-five to ninety-
eight percent.  Even when you have a genetic mutation of something that comes through the blood line, it 

originally was not a mutation because Deuteronomy 30:19 says, "I lay before you life and death; blessing and 
cursing. Choose life so that you and your descendants may live." The decisions that your great, great, great 
whatever, made are in your head. You have a choice and that choice is to keep and to active those things or 
to kill them. What you think about, the choices that you make, will produce effects. That's pretty much the 

science of epigenetics showing how our choices impact spirit, soul, and body, this generation, and the next 
four generations. It's the sins of the father that will reach through to the third and the fourth generations. It's 
not an excuse because the Bible also says that you are not responsible for your parent's sins. You are not a 

victim of your biology. You are a victor over and above your biology. Imagination is not a nothing. Imagination 

is you visually thinking out.  As you imagine, you are growing thoughts as well. As you are growing those 
thoughts you then act upon those thoughts. They did a research study where they taught people to play the 
keyboard in two groups. One group learned to play the keyboard actually using a keyboard. The other group 
learned through the power of imagination. They brought the two groups together and the group that used 
their imagination actually played better than the other group. You can't see your thoughts, but no thought is 

just some non-event. No thought is harmless. Every thought is doing something. It's physical structure inside 
of your brain. We can't control the events and circumstances of our life, but we can control our reactions to 
those events and circumstances. We can choose to control our reactions. So therefore the hardest thing about 
being happy and peaceful and enjoying life and coping with life is the recognition that we can choose. You are 

able to choose and your choosing makes a difference in your life and the lives of this generation and the next 
four generations. Attitudes are never harmless. Attitudes impact people. Your attitude that you reflect, good or 
bad, is influencing other people's perceptions. This week make a strong concerted effort to actually observe 
your own attitudes and the impact of your attitudes on other people. You will be amazed at how when you 

smile and you're happy how that influences the people around you. How when you're whiney and negative 
how that influences the people around you. Increase your observation skills this week. 
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Today on Switch On Your Brain, Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses the mind being the switch that helps to 

control the brain. The mind is your intellect, thinking, choices, feelings and emotions. These mind actions 
switch the brain on or off. Thoughts are real things that take up space in the brain and look like forests that 
have been built up since you were in the womb.  We control our brain. Our brain does not control us. Through 
your mind, you have the ability to think and choose; the ability within yourself to change your world quite 

literally. Science has proven that the mind changes the brain. The mind changes the body. The mind is 
instrumental in developing the spirit. It was once believed that once a brain cell died, there was nothing more 
that could be done about it. Research now states that we can change our brain. We can redesign our own 
brain. Neuro means brain. Plastic means to change. Neuroplastic means the brain can change. You can change 
your brain. Now this is called brain surgery. Mind over matter is total reality. The mind actually controls the 

body. The spirit controls the soul, and the soul's the mind realm, and the mind controls the body. We know 

from science now that the higher level is the mind and the lower level is the brain, so the brain actually 
represents what the mind has actually worked out. You're a thinking being. You think all day long. You're even 
thinking at nighttime while you're sleeping. But at nighttime you are sorting out your thinking for the next day. 

We do not have fixed IQs. You are as intelligent as you want to be.  Intelligence is something that increases 
constantly throughout your lifetime the more you use your brain. You are designed with free will. You are 
designed, enabled, and empowered to choose. You can choose whether you are going to believe the negative 
or the positive. You choose whether or not you are going to operate in peace. There are only two choices that 

we can really make: love or fear. The choices that you make, which are the result of the thoughts that you 
think, are going to become physical realities in your brain. We have to focus on what is important and make 
the good choices that we have to make because when we make the good choices we wire health into our 
body. We wire health into our brain. We wire health into our mind. We wire health into our spirit. Thoughts are 

real. Thoughts are growing on a moment by moment basis that you, with your mind, grow.  As you are 
growing those thoughts they are changing the structure of your brain and impacting how you run your life. We 
need to be aware of our thought life. We must never let thoughts go unchecked through our brain. We must 
always be aware: What am I thinking about? What am I listening to? What am I reading? What is going on in 
my mind? As we create that awareness, we can start bringing those thoughts into captivity to Christ Jesus.  
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Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses the scientific term "You Are Wired For Love." 
Humans naturally are optimistic. Scientists correlate that with being wired for love.  We actually have to learn 
fear. The brain is part of your body. You are designed in perfection. You are wired for love and you are well 

able to think in a perfect way. Fear is the opposite spiritual force. You have the spirit of power, love, and a 
sound mind. The norm is love, power, sound mind, made in His image, the mind of Christ. Research called 
"The Optimism Bias" shows that the natural inclination of man is one of being positive, making good choices, 
and thinking healthy thoughts. Scientifically, we have seen the brain circuitry for only positive choices, positive 

optimism, seeing the good in everything, wiring, neurochemicals, structural organization inside the brain, that 
is all in the direction of healthy thinking. Yet when you make a bad choice, because we have free will, we see 
this whole process being distorted, creating a physical change in the brain which impacts the body. This 
parallels with the Bible, which encourages us to think of healthy positive things, and if we don't, there are 

going to be consequences. Research has shown that every seven to ten minutes you are supposed to slow 
down, become introspective, become self-reflective, become calm, switch off to the outside and switch on to 

the inside and get into the depths of who you are, and when you do that your brain moves into the highest 
intellectual state that it possibly can. On an FMRI scan, your brain goes into what is called gamma activity. 
Gamma activity is where you are super intelligent. When you have gamma activity happening in your brain, 

you are processing with wisdom, you are seeing things that you did not see before. The fear zone essentially is 
negativity; toxic thinking. Our choices have consequences and our bodies help us to understand these 
consequences. You have to choose to live a full life. You have to choose to be happy despite the 
circumstances. Spirit, soul, and body is a connected thing. Your mind is what you use to decide how connected 

you are going to be between your spirit, soul, and your body. It is with your mind that you process, 
intellectualize, experience your feelings, make your decisions, interface with your thoughts, and make your 
choices. The biggest thing in change is the recognition that we have choice. It is also the hardest thing to take 
responsibility for our own thought life and our own actions. The quicker we realize that we make choices and 

that our choices have consequences, it will set us on the path to healing with the recognition that we have the 
ability to choose. We know right from wrong. You are wired for loved. Love is your normal. Everything about 
you is designed to be like God. You can make good decisions. You can think well because that is your norm. 
So when we choose badly, we're actually stepping into the fear zone, or the abnormal zone, and experiencing 
negative emotions. Because that is not your norm, it doesn't have to dominate or control you. You are able to 

get free because you are wired for love. Research shows that we are wired for love and we can change. Really 
focus on the fact that everything about you is geared in a positive direction. Your norm is to actually make 
good decisions. 
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Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses how making bad choices leads to toxicity. 

You are a thinking being. You're thinking all day long. Every time you think it automatically leads to a choice. 
You're spirit, soul, and body. You are a triune being. Your spirit is your true you. It's your intuition, your 
conscience, and your communion; your communion being your worship with God. Your soul is your intellect, 
will and emotions. Your soul is basically your mind. You are thinking, you're choosing, you're feeling, all of that 

is the mind; soul activity. You live in a body. Your brain is part of your body. The design and the natural order 
that God has set up is that the Holy Spirit informs your spirit, your spirit informs your soul, and your soul 
controls your brain and your body. Your soul has one foot in the door of the spirit and one foot in the door of 
the body. It is the central point. The body simply is then going to house the consequence of your mental 
decisions of your mind; soul decisions. God gave you this ability to choose. Current research tells us that 

seventy-five to ninety-eight percent of current mental, physical and behavioral illnesses today, come from our 

thought life, so these illnesses are very real things. It is our thoughts that change the physiology of our body. 
It is our thoughts that change the way you feel and function. Scientists have found that we are wired for love. 
You are wired to think well, choose life and build life into your brain. Believe it or not, you have an infinite 

amount of space inside your brain. You can grow branches, and each branch contains information, for three 
million plus years and you still won't fill up your brain. Every time you think, you are going to grow branches, 
and these branches hold this information, which are your memories. Research has shown that toxic thoughts 
also cause C-reactive proteins to flow. So the minute you choose badly, you will find inside the brain that all 

the electromagnetic balance, all the chemical flow, everything is distorted at that point. There will be a high 
level of C-reactive proteins, a high level of inflammation. Wherever there is inflammation in the brain, or 
throughout the human body that is not dealt with, inflammation that stays will brings disease. Science tells us 
that if you're going to change one of these ugly networks in your brain you have to have discipline.  You have 

to direct your attention.  You have to be very focused. You have to make a decision and rigorously push 
through a period of time to change that thing. It shows us in science that nothing happens until day twenty-
one. It takes twenty-one days of major scientific stuff to break down the thoughts, and then once you've 
broken it down, it takes another two cycles of twenty-one days minimum to make that a habit in your life. The 
scriptures say it in Deuteronomy 30:19 "I lay before you life and death, blessings and cursing.  Choose life so 

that you and your descendants may live."  Remember, we cannot always control the events and circumstances 
of our life, because those events and circumstances are the result of other people's choices and other people's 
decisions, other people's thinking. But there is something you can control and that is your reactions to those 
events and circumstances of life. Your reactions to events and circumstances of life are the choices that you 

make about what you're doing with your life and how you are going to cope every day. 
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Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses stress. There is good and bad stress. Stress 
is how your brain and your body reacts to how you're thinking. When you are in a positive state of stress, 
which is stage one, your neurons are lining up and everything is happening like it should. Stage two and three 

of stress is considered negative stress. Your body goes into negative stress when you build toxic thoughts. 
Every cell in your body is subject to every toxic thought that you keep, increasing vulnerability to illness and 
disease. When we make a negative choice we throw our body into a state of toxicity. Science tells us that 
seventy-five to ninety-eight percent of current mental, physical, and behavioral illnesses come from our 

thought life. There are three stages of stress. Stress stage one is actually good. It is normal and is the natural 
flow of the brain in helping us as humans to focus and deal with life. When we make a bad choice, we actually 
upset the natural cycle of stress and upset the natural flow of chemicals and cause an imbalance in our 
thinking. So good stress becomes bad stress and we move into stage two of stress where we have 

neurochemical chaos. As we're thinking and processing information, we have about 30 neurotransmitters and 
1,400 different chemical reactions happening while we are just living. But as we enter stage two of stress, 

which is caused by a bad decision, which is caused by a toxic thought that we physically build in our brain, we 
cause neurochemical chaos, upsetting those 1,400 chemical reactions and 30 neurotransmitters. Stage three of 
stress is when we stay in stage two of stress for a long time; when we've kept those bad habits, when we've 

kept those toxic thoughts, and we just don't move beyond and nurse those things and suppress them in our 
subconscious mind. When it's there for too long, eventually, the damage becomes greater and greater, and we 
shift over into stage three of stress, which is a good thing gone really bad and doctor's generally talk about 
that as the death zone. Stress is the body's reaction to the foreign invasion of a toxic thought. Your choice, 

which is your reaction, determines if stress will make or break you. Every single cell in our body has like little 
doorways on it. Every single cell has multiple receptors for a specific purpose, little doors and windows, each 
letting in certain chemicals, certain substances, at certain times, in certain amounts. It is called cell specificity. 
When it's all going like it should, when you are in stress stage one, which is the good stress, when you're 

thinking correctly and making right choices, when you are in line with your wired for love natural design, then 
the receptors work correctly. The minute we think and choose and make a toxic decision, when we move into 
the wrong way of thinking, out of alignment with our natural way of thinking that causes neurochemical chaos 
in the body. When we have neurochemical chaos in the body that literally causes the doorways to be ripped 
off the hinges, causing the windows to be shattered, removing protection from the cells. Now whatever is 

flowing through the bloodstream, whether it's chemicals that you've inhaled from a perfume that you've 
sprayed, or food that you've eaten, the incorrect balance of chemical signals from a toxic reaction. All of that is 
actually reality inside of our blood flow. Now that can enter into the cell and into the heart of the cell, which is 
the DNA, and affect the way in which the genes express and effect the way in which you hold thoughts. Your 

spirit is the true you. It's who you've really been created to be. Your soul is your intellect, your will and your 
emotions, so your soul is your mind realm. Your physical body houses your spirit and your soul, so your brain 
is part of your physical body. The way we are designed is that the Holy Spirit guides your spirit. Your spirit 

guides your soul. Your soul dominates your body. Your thinking mind controls matter. Your thinking is 

changing the structure of your brain and your body. The Holy Spirit lays down in your spirit what you know to 
be the correct thing, but it is with your mind that you must appropriate that. It is with your mind that you 
understand what the spirit knows. We've all been at the place where we know what we're supposed to do and 
can even quote the scripture, but our mind is still not really believing what is true. This is called in scientific 

terms: cognitive dissonance or lies. You are getting input through stimulus or signals from the external to the 
internal part of your mind through your five senses, so your five senses are the contact between the external 
world and the internal world of your mind. When these signals move into your mind they're moving as 
electromagnetic impulses, waves, and all kinds of fantastic things, and they are in a temporary state and they 
move through the hundred structures of your brain. You're in the events and circumstances of life and the 

enemy comes and distorts those events and circumstances. When someone speaks you receive those signals, 
you process and think about it with your mind. As you're thinking, you cause your brain to genetically express, 
which means your brain has a physical reaction to your thinking. Thinking is an electromagnetic wave, which is 
a signal that causes your brain to make proteins. Those proteins group together into little branches that hold 

information that you are hearing. The stuff from outside becomes a physical reality inside. You receive it, but 
you have a choice. You, with your mind, have to choose whether you are going to appropriate the truth of God 

and step into His grace, and the signal that changes your brain is your mind. What you are thinking changes 
your brain. Your brain then controls your body. Your brain then receives either a negative signal or a positive 

signal. The lie of the enemy has no strength, no substance, until you take it and make it physical substance. 
Whatever you think about will produce an action and words. Everything that you say and do in your life is first 
a thought that you have built inside of your head. Your thoughts are the source. As a man thinks in his heart 
so is he. You don't have stress chemicals in your body, you have chemicals that flow in the wrong quantities. 

Everything inside your brain and your body is designed for perfection. When we make bad choices we disrupt 
the natural rhythm of the physical body that we live in. There have been thousands of studies showing how 
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the physical heart is linked to the brain. In the heart there is a mini little brain that has about 40,000 nerve 
cells. This little mini-brain inside your heart is connected to your brain and what happens is that as you are 
processing the events and circumstances of life, as you are reacting to the events and circumstances of life, as 

you the observer outside of the system are observing the events and circumstances of life, as you’re 
intellectualizing through the events and circumstances of life, you are then going to make a choice. You will 
always make a choice. This is how you are designed. Thinking leads to a choice. Put your past behind you. 

Acknowledge, confess and repent to rewire your thinking. It's time to stand up and take responsibility for our 

thought life. Stress literally causes brain damage. We cause our own brain damage every time we make a toxic 
choice and throw our body into negative stress. Positive stress is good, that happens as you're thinking and 
making good choices. Negative stress stage two and three is when you've made a toxic choice and you've kept 
it there. We need to realize that we need to bring our thoughts into captivity and renew our minds. When we 

get rid of those toxic thoughts we decrease our vulnerability to illness. 
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Today on Switch On Your Brain Dr. Caroline Leaf discusses the ability to change and renew your mind. 
You can rewire your brain. You can change and get rid of those toxic thoughts. As a man thinks in his heart so 
is he. What we have wired into our brain very much determines what we say and what we do. If it's a toxic 

thought it produces toxic words and actions. You don't have to get stuck in that. We're not a victim of our 
biology. We can change that. We can rewire and get rid of it. In science we call this neuroplasticity. Neuro 
means brain and plastic means to change. You are designed to change your brain. It takes time. It takes a full 
twenty-one days according to the science to breakdown a thought. You are in control. You can break those 

thoughts down. Renewing our mind means that we change our thoughts. You are a thinking being. Thoughts 
are real things and they occupy mental real estate. If you have a toxic thought it causes physical change in our 
body, which is toxic. If you have a healthy thought it brings health to our bodies. This is what science has 
found: that when you have a healthy thought you have health in your body. Toxic thinking brings a lack of 

health to your body. You have a non-conscious mind and you have a conscious mind. Your non-conscious mind 
operates twenty-four hours a day. Your non-conscious mind operates at four hundred billion actions per 

second and that non-conscious mind drives the conscious mind. Your conscious mind is what you do when 
you're awake. The conscious mind only operates when you're awake but it is driven and controlled by the non-
conscious mind. At any one time around about four to seven thoughts are in the conscious mind. As a thought 

moves from the non-conscious to the conscious, it becomes malleable, plastic, changeable, and this is when 
we start doing brain surgery. This is a massive breakthrough in brain science, and psychiatry and the world of 
psychology. It was once thought that the brain could not be changed because it is fixed and immutable; it's a 
machine. Research now shows that your brain does re-grow; it is neuroplastic. Every day you get new brain 

cells. When you bring a thought into the conscious mind, there's a massive change that occurs inside the 
networks of our brain. We see a physical change in the brain. In the mind realm there is a massive change and 
in the spiritual realm there is a massive change. As soon as we bravely take the initiative of acknowledging our 
wrong doing, our sin, our stronghold, our toxic thought, whatever you want to call it, then immediately we see 

the work of the cross coming into action. This is really, I believe, where the Grace of God hits us because 
when we see this is who I've become but the truth is that I'm wired for love, Jesus died on the cross, and He 
rose again on the third day. I can believe this. That is knowledge you have built in as a tree. That is something 
you had to process and build in as a tree and as you are using this healthy thought you look at the negative so 
you start talking about the situation and you start acknowledging, repenting; all that is a process that takes a 

minimum of twenty-one days. This thing that you thought up is filled with emotion. Every thought that you've 
built has got emotion and information. The information of the event plus the emotion attached to that event. 
When it's in the non-conscious the emotions are operative, but when it moves to the conscious mind those 
emotions become feelings, so we experience the emotion. So as you talk through you redesign this whole 

thing, meltdown the toxicity, eliminate and get rid of all the negative toxic emotion, and toxic feelings, and you 
rebuild a healthy truth that says this is how I used to be. This is the negative reaction I used to have. You 
have these lights going on in your head. You suddenly get this insight and awareness because as you're going 

through this process the Holy Spirit is laying down in your spirit what you actually know to be truth, and then 

with your mind you're starting to understand truth, and as you start doing this conscious work of 
understanding the truth and rebuilding a healthy thought, you overcome. When you make bad choices the 
proteins that you express are all distorted and tangled up. They look different to the proteins that you express 
when you make a good decision. As you are thinking and choosing, when you choose in the death zone; when 

you choose a bad choice, when you shift out of alignment with God, you build proteins that are incorrect, so 
you're still going to wire in the toxic tree, but it looks different. Science tells us that if you're going to change 
one of these ugly networks in your brain you have to have discipline, you have to direct your attention. You 
have to be very focused. You have to make a decision and rigorously push through a period of time to change 
that thing. On day three or day four, most people just stop. When you just stop and give up that is a decision 

of your mind. You chose to stop and give up. You could have chosen to push through with diligence and 
perseverance. It shows us in science that nothing happens until day twenty-one. It takes twenty-one days of 
major scientific stuff to break down the thoughts and then once you've broken it down, it takes another two 
cycles of twenty-one days minimum to make that a habit in your life. It takes at least sixty-three days to make 

a major change in your life. In science what we have found is that in order to build a stable memory, that 
means that something is there and they're not going to go away unless you change it, which you can do, you 

have to go through a process of up to twenty-one days to build a basic new little memory. It also takes 
twenty-one days to break down a memory. You may have been thinking in a negative pattern for the last 

thirty years. In just twenty-one days, you can get rid of that toxic tree and at the same time rebuild a healthy 
tree. You have to push through. Awareness is the signal that starts breaking down the toxic tree. You have to 
push through because the first two days there are a lot of chemicals flowing that will give you a lot of 
motivation. Day three and day four those chemicals stabilize. You have to push through beyond day three and 

day four, because even though you may not feel it, major change is occurring in your brain on the 
nonconscious level. If you think of a tree and you think of the branches on the tree, the branches have to get 
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stuck to the tree. By day seven the branch is stuck with like a little bump. By day fourteen the connection 
between the branch and the branch that it is growing from has become like a lollipop. It's only on day twenty-
one that the connection has become like a mushroom or an umbrella. What that means is that when it is in 

that shape the protein has become self-sustaining. The memory has become stabilized. It will then move into 
an unconscious mind and it becomes something that you have worked through. So we need to push through 
to twenty-one days. Work on one toxic area at a time, one toxic habit at a time, one by one. If you're working 

twenty-one days; that means in one year you can fix seventeen areas that need fixing in your life. Most people 

are the same now as they were five years ago. Five times seventeen imagine what you could do! It takes 
seven to ten minutes a day of the exercise and five steps that are all scientific. You are your own base brain 
surgeon. This means that you are designed with your mind to change your thoughts. You can get rid of those 
thoughts. You can wire them out It's a process. It is not going to happen overnight. Most people are very 

motivated to change and forgive and get rid of a toxic habit in the first couple of days and that's because of 
chemical reactions and the motivation that occurs around that whole state. But day three, day four, 
historically, and statistically, people tend to give up. We've got to push through. Science shows us that once 
we're aware of a toxic thought, we need to focus in on working on one toxic thought, which has a whole lot of 

branches growing out of it like a tree trunk which is the root with all the toxic branches and manifestations 
growing out of it. Science shows us that twenty-one days is the minimum that it takes to break down a toxic 
thought, and as you're popping off those branches and rewiring, you are also building up at the same time a 
healthy new thought.  
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CBN News Medical Reporter Lorie Johnson Reports:  More than 5 million people struggle with Alzheimer's 
disease. There is no cure. However, doctors can help some people slow down the disease's progression.  It 
involves exercises for the brain. Alzheimer's patients undergo mind training at Dallas' Carrick Brain Center. For 
two weeks, they undergo exercises designed to reignite the brain's areas of memory and personality, 
according to Dr. Andre Fredieu, a neurologist and director of medicine at Carrick Brain Center. For example, a 

patient focusing on a dot while moving their head can improve connectivity in parts of the brain that have 
deteriorated. In another exercise called the axis rotation, patients experience different kinds of motion, which 
stimulates the vestibular area of the brain and reawakens memories. After her Alzheimer's diagnosis, Rosalie 
Kriesel gave up baking, although she loved it. After spending time at Carrick Brain Center, her husband David 

said Rosalie regained enough confidence and enthusiasm about life that she baked a cake and cookies. Jean 
Jones experienced terrible anxiety because she confused her nightmares with reality. According to her 
daughter Jolynn Hardon, that's gone now. While these stories are encouraging, doctors want families to be 

realistic about results. Brandon Brock, a clinician at Carrick Brain Center, said they are careful not to promise a 

cure. After patients leave Carrick Brain Center, Dr. Fredieu instructs the caregivers to make sure the patient 
keeps their mind working. Dr. Fredieu adds that the right diet can also play a key role in slowing down the 
progression of Alzheimer's. In addition to grains, patients should steer clear of packaged foods containing 
trans-fats. Research such as that from the University of Oregon shows that people who consume these 

hydrogenated oils performed worse on thinking and memory tests, plus had smaller brains, according to lead  
researcher  Dr. Gene Bowman. Scientists discovered that the people with the larger brains ate diets high in 
vitamins B, C, D, E and fish oil. Some Alzheimer’s patients experience symptom reversal by taking coconut oil. 
This discovery came when Dr. Marv Newport worked with her husband Steve, who has Alzheimer's. Before 
taking coconut oil, he was asked to draw a picture of a clock. He drew circles and several numbers just in a 

very random pattern that didn't look anything like a clock. Then Dr. Newport began feeding coconut oil to her 
husband. Two weeks later he was asked to draw a picture of a clock and demonstrated stunning improvement. 
And after three weeks came even more improvement. She included this and other research in her book, "The 
Coconut Oil And Low-Carb Solution For Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, And Other Diseases." Dr. Newport believes 

some patients have what she calls "Type 3 Diabetes." This entails an insulin problem that prevents brain cells 
from getting needed glucose. She said coconut oil provides an alternate energy source known as ketone 

bodies that feed the brain cells. In addition to mental stimulation and a healthy diet, Alzheimer's patients seem 
to benefit from a stable home life. That means minimizing chaos, keeping household items in the same place 

and sticking to routines, according to Dr. Fredieu. While lifestyle changes don't cure Alzheimer's, they can slow 
down the progression of the disease, which means more precious time with loved ones. 
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CBN News Washington Senior Correspondent Paul Strand Reports:  Experts are hoping recent national 
gatherings will help the country as a whole begin to recognize that pornography is -as they put it - a "public 
health crisis." Warnings from therapists to researchers to social workers focus on how porn takes violence to a 
frightening new level. And it's coming to America's kids.  Dr. Sharon Cooper treats sexually exploited children. 
The fact that so much pornography is now omnipresent on the Internet severely magnifies the impact and 

damage porn can do. Dines pointed out how porn is an everyday presence now for many people. Dr. Melissa 
Farley of the organization Prostitution Research and Education has seen the damage done to children and 
women used in porn, which is increasingly blending in with the world of prostitution and sex trafficking. Farley 
told CBN News that pimps often use Internet porn as advertisements, but she considers the porn shoots 

themselves as acts of prostitution. People often face jail time for doing in private life what pornographers do 
professionally. These experts then point out the final insult: therapists like Anderson are hearing from more 

and more users that porn actually makes sex with a real person worse, not better. Organizers came to Capitol 
Hill for this particular symposium to convince Congress that stronger laws and more financial help can go a 

long way in fighting porn and illegal aspects of the sex industry. But Hawkins and her allies believe laws aren't 
enough to win this war. These porn-fighters are trying to spark a massive campaign like those that have 
stigmatized smoking and drunk driving. They want to shame major businesses that have aided the sex 
industry to stop that aid. They're encouraging families to put filters on all their computers and not give kids 

phones with Internet access. And these Americans are intrigued that British Prime Minster David Cameron was 
able to get United Kingdom Internet service providers to voluntarily take action. These ISPs automatically 
block all porn-related websites, and only make them available to adults who opt out of this "default filtering." 
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